
2. BE THOROUGH

Write down everything you remember hearing, seeing,

smelling, tasting, etc.

Try to get names. If someone told you something, who

was it? If you don't know their name or title, what were

they wearing? What are the details that can help to

later identify or locate them if necessary?

4. AVOID HEARSAY

Write only what you have firsthand knowledge about.

You can write what someone said if you heard it yourself

- an officer shouted "fire!" or I heard someone yell

"someone's shooting" so I ran. Stay away from "A told me

that B told them that..."

H O W  T O  W R I T E
D E C L A R A T I O N S

1. TELL A STORY, KEEP IT FACTUAL

Describe what happened with objective language

3. TELL THE WHOLE TRUTH

Don't lie! This is a sworn legal statement being signed

under the penalty of perjury.

Do not omit any relevant facts or happenings - it could

impact your credibility.

5. CHECK YOUR WORK

Make sure everything written is accurate to the best of

your ability.

The information provided on this document does not, and is not intended to, constitute legal advice; instead,
all information, content, and materials available on this site are for general informational purposes only.
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H O W  T O  W R I T E
D E C L A R A T I O N S

Always start with: 
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2. Write each
fact as new
numbered
paragraph

1. Tell who are
you and how are
you relevant to
this matter

End with:

Sign: Abcdef Xyz


